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EDP Renewables inaugurates a new wind farm in Galicia 

Located in the municipality of Muxía, the Wind Farm will have an installed capacity of 

68 MW 

Madrid, 23 November 2018: EDP Renewables (Euronext: EDPR), a global leader in the 

renewable energy sector and one of the world's largest wind energy producers, has 

inaugurated today the Muxía Wind Farm in the homonymous municipality, in the 

Autonomous Spanish Region of Galicia. 

EDP Renewables CEO Jõao Manso Neto and the Managing Director of EDPR Spain were 

joined at the grand opening by Galician Regional Premier Alberto Núñez Feijóo and the 

Mayor of Muxía Félix Porto, as well as representatives from the local and regional 

authorities.  

The Muxía facility is equipped with thirty-four 2 MW wind turbines, offering a total 

installed capacity of 68 MW. 

Including this new wind farm, EDP Renewables now has a total installed capacity in the 

region of 281 MW, accounting for over 10% of the company’s total installed capacity in 

Spain, which is now 2,312 MW. 

The commissioning of these new facilities will represent a clear benefit in terms of the 

supply of clean energy through the Vimianzo substation. Once Muxía is fully operational 

the facility will have prevented the emission of close to 4 million tonnes of CO2 into 

the atmosphere over its 30-year lifespan. 

João Manso Neto, EDP Renewables CEO, said: “On behalf of everyone at EDPR, I’d like 

to thank the regional and local authorities for their support on this project. The 

goodwill and hard work of everyone involved have made this project possible, which 

will undoubtedly have a major impact on the socio-economic development of the 

area”. 

 

About EDP Renewables (EDPR) 

EDP Renewables (Euronext: EDPR) is a global leader in the renewable energy sector 

and the world’s fourth-largest wind energy producer. With a sound development 

pipeline, first class assets and market-leading operating capacity, EDPR has undergone 

exceptional development in recent years and is currently present in 13 international 

markets (Belgium, Brazil, Canada, France, Greece, Italy, Mexico, Poland, Portugal, 

Romania, Spain, the UK and the US). Energias de Portugal, S.A. ("EDP"), the principal 

shareholder of EDPR, is a global energy company and a leader in value creation, 
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innovation and sustainability. EDP has featured on the Dow Jones Sustainability Index 

for ten consecutive years.  

For further information, please visit www.edpr.com 

 


